HP Device as a Service (DaaS)
Smart, simplified computing solutions for today’s world

Make your company more efficient, improve the
employee experience, and free up IT resources.
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Multi-platform environments
can be challenging
Device proliferation and the addition of personal devices entering the workplace has
challenged ITDMs in maintaining a secure and manageable IT environment. Multiple
operating systems on different types of devices have created new entry points for security
breaches and made it more difficult to proactively manage the IT environment. HP DaaS
makes it all easier by managing the diversity of multi-OS desktops, workstations, and
mobile devices so your business can operate at its full potential.1

Introducing HP DaaS
Boost employee productivity and IT efficiency with world-class computing solutions from
HP DaaS. Get everything you need and nothing you don’t, from hardware and accessories
to lifecycle services and support with one price per device.
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The right devices
for the job
Impress the entire organisation with devices hand-selected for the way employees
work—regardless of OS—with a choice of PCs, notebooks, and mobile and specialised
devices. With HP DaaS, your device and accessory mix can be tailored to the unique
needs of each team member.
Our available plans include global support, next-business-day repair or replacement
services, and accidental damage protection, so employees can work worry-free
wherever they go.2
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Management
with insight
HP DaaS plans include actionable analytics and insights plus proactive management to
improve end-user productivity and IT efficiency.2 Actionable reports help you preemptively
identify, predict, and address issues before they occur.3

Actionable reports
for more proactive
management:

Security
compliance

Software
inventory

Battery
life*

Hard
drive*

CPU
utilisation*
*Windows devices only
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Analytics and proactive
management
INSIGHTFUL ANALYTICS AND REPORTS
Analytics and actionable reports provide your organisation
with guidance to better manage your fleet and take
proactive action. Reports include security compliance,
hardware and software inventory, and important device
health data.4
Example dashboard

PROACTIVE MANAGEMENT WITH HP SERVICE EXPERTS
HP DaaS’s unified endpoint management service enables you to offload day-to-day
IT management functions. Our specialised Service Experts use HP’s cloud-based
analytics and endpoint management tools to monitor and manage multi-OS devices
and applications, enforce security policies, find and protect data on lost devices, and
provision Wi-Fi access.5,6
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Flexibility
for your business
Don’t pay for more than you use. Choose from simple but complete plans that adjust
to meet your changing IT environment and workforce.7 Tailor your plans with additional
lifecycle services and refresh devices as needed with the convenience of a single price per
device. Whether you are a young growing company or a global enterprise, there is a plan
that’s right for you.

With HP DaaS, you get:

A wide variety
of device choices

Actionable analytics and
proactive management
capabilities

Technical support and
rapid repair or replace

Flexible plans
with a simple
price-per-device model

Lifecycle
management
on a global scale
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One-stop
solution
HP DaaS provides a one-stop solution that combines hardware and lifecycle services
to make your company more efficient, improve the employee experience, and free up
IT resources—all with a simplified, predictable pricing model.

END-TO-END LIFECYCLE SERVICES
Our full portfolio of service options covers every phase of the device lifecycle—from start
to finish—for HP devices and other brands. HP, or authorised DaaS partners, can tailor
services to your specific needs.

DISCOVER AND DESIGN

DISPOSE AND REFRESH

Create your ideal tech
environment with our
assessment, design, and
planning services.

Keep your technology current
by letting HP securely and
responsibly manage hardware
that’s at the end of its lifecycle–
and then deliver new equipment
to your users.

CONFIGURE

MAINTAIN

Save time and increase
productivity by having
your custom images and
settings installed.

Complete solutions
with HP DaaS

Relieve your IT staff of
maintenance hassles by letting
HP handle onsite service,
accidental damage protection,
and more.7

DEPLOY

OPTIMISE

Hit the ground running by
letting HP handle everything
from logistics to installation
to data migration.

Get the most out of your IT
environment through helpdesk
services, priority support, and
staff augmentation.

HP DaaS
IT simplified. Resources maximised.

To find out more, visit us online at
hp.com/go/DaaS
1. Only for Enhanced, Premium, and DaaS for Apple.
2. HP DaaS plans and/or included components may vary by region or by authorised HP DaaS service partner. Please contact your local HP representative or authorised DaaS partner
for specific details in your location. HP services are governed by the applicable HP terms and conditions of service provided or indicated to customer at the time of purchase.
Customer may have additional statutory rights according to applicable local laws, and such rights are not in any way affected by the HP terms and conditions of service or the
HP limited warranty provided with your HP product.
3. Device support and DaaS plan components may vary by country. Please contact your local HP representative.
4. Health tracking and reports may vary by device platform.
5. HP Service Experts available with select DaaS plans.
6. Remote find, lock, and wipe functionality requires the device to be powered on and have Internet access.
7. Availability may vary by country.
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